In early 1941, Winston Churchill, in a broadcast partly aimed at President Roosevelt, said 'Give us the tools and we will finish the job'. Could the same claim be made by lighting researchers today? For many years, researchers seeking to understand how people perceive lighting and how they behave or perform under different forms of lighting have had only primitive tools. Most had an illuminance meter, a few had a luminance meter and very few had the ability to measure light spectra. These instruments could measure various quantities at a given point but not over large area without a lot of work, and even then, only when the lighting conditions were stable. As a consequence, the jobs that could be done were limited. Detailed investigations of visual performance were possible as were measurements of colour perception and, with some ingenuity, experiments on glare. However, studies of the perception of whole lighting installations were difficult, often impractical. This is no longer the case. The range of instruments available has improved dramatically. Complex luminance distributions over large areas can be measured rapidly using high dynamic range imaging. Spectroradiometers fitted with software to deliver different colour metrics are available. Eye trackers can be used to measure what people are looking at although they still do not tell you if the person is paying attention to what the eyes are fixated on. And you do not even need to have a real lighting installation. Photometrically correct simulations of many lighting conditions are possible for presentation on screens or even in virtual reality. Further, modern communications make it possible to display different forms of lighting to many people and collect their reactions easily. Now that we have many new tools what seems to be missing are the big questions that define the jobs to be done to allow lighting to make a useful contribution to society. Research continues on non-problems like discomfort glare or on largely irrelevant issues such as mesopic corrections for road lighting. To overcome this misdirected effort, some big questions need to be identified. Here are some suggestions:
Can lighting reliably influence behaviour? Can lighting be used to minimize circadian disruption? What should be the purpose of road lighting? What is the role of lighting in human health? Where is dynamic lighting useful? There are a lot of clever people involved in lighting research. I am sure they will have other ideas but unless they think about the big questions that need to be answered, the new tools we have available will not be enough to finish the job.
